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PRESS RELEASE 

 

Circular packaging 

 

New resource-conserving Nature MultiPack variant: 

PET pack with a cardboard carrying handle 

 

• Bottle clip system supplements KHS’ extensive packaging portfolio 

• Cardboard clip and dots of adhesive make for a stable pack  

• Shorter machine results in a smaller footprint 

 

Dortmund, May 4, 2023 – Clever further development: with its bottle clip 

the KHS Group now adds a further resource-conserving alternative to 

its successful Nature MultiPack packaging system. The combination of 

tried-and-tested adhesive dots plus a new cardboard carrying handle 

makes for a stable pack of PET beverage bottles. KHS will be 

presenting its new development for the first time from May 4 to 10 at 

interpack in Düsseldorf, Germany.  

 

“With our new bottle clip variant we now offer a supplement to our future-

proof packaging system portfolio,” says project manager Manfred van Triel. 

The development is the result of a detailed customer survey. “Our new 

alternative reflects the beverage industry’s need for environmentally-friendly 

secondary packaging systems. The market finds it very important that fewer 

materials and especially less plastic are used here.” 

 

Clever combination 

With its bottle clip system KHS satisfies both demands: thanks to the use of 

its proven dots of adhesive, absolutely no outer packaging is required. At the 

same time, the new cardboard carrying handle ensures convenient, plastic-
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free transportation. “Extensive handling and laboratory tests confirm the 

practicality of this pack,” van Triel states. With this resource-conserving 

system beverage producers can do away with shrink film entirely.  

 

Successful presentation 

The sustainable packaging alternative, developed in close cooperation with a 

well-known European cardboard and paper supplier, will be presented to the 

public for the first time at interpack. Variants of two to eight PET bottles per 

pack holding 250 to 2,000 milliliters each are planned. Perfect product 

presentation is ensured by the exact alignment of the bottles in the pack. 

“This allows our customers to profit from an attractive billboard effect at the 

point of sale,” explains van Triel. This can be further emphasized by 

extensive printing on the bottle clip cardboard.  

 

The new packs are processed on the modular KHS Innopack Kisters NMP 

packaging machine. Here, the existing module used to apply the original 

plastic carrying handle is replaced by a newly developed unit that feeds in the 

alternative cardboard clip and slots it onto the PET containers. Former 

process steps such as distribution among different lanes, buffering and pack 

turning are no longer required. This makes the machine up to four meters 

shorter – a huge benefit for operators with limited production space.  

 

Positive forecast 

Van Triel sees great potential in the new bottle clip system. “Customers are 

showing a lot of interest. They’re especially keen on the minimalist amount of 

material consumed. We’re thus certain that our new packaging alternative will 

become established on the market.”  
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For more information go to:  

www.khs.com/en/media 

 

Subscribe to our newsletter at: 

https://www.khs.com/en/media/publications/mailing-and-

newsletterservice 

 

Pictures and captions 

(Source: Frank Reinhold) 

 

Image download: https://KHS.dphoto.com/album/0iqx2j  

 

Picture captions 

 

Bottle clip 

The bottle clip adds a further resource-conserving variant to KHS’ tried-and-

tested Nature MultiPack packaging system. Adhesive dots plus a cardboard 

carrying handle form a stable pack of PET beverage bottles. 

 

PET pack 

The bottle clip system is planned for issue as pack variants of two to eight 

PET bottles holding 250 to 2,000 milliliters each. Perfect product presentation 

is ensured by the exact alignment of the bottles in the pack.  

 

Manfred van Triel 

“With our new bottle clip variant we now offer a further supplement to our 

future-proof packaging system portfolio,” states Manfred van Triel, project 

manager at KHS. 

  

http://www.khs.com/en/media
https://www.khs.com/en/media/publications/mailing-and-newsletterservice
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About the KHS Group 

 

The KHS Group is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of filling and packaging 

systems for the beverage and liquid food industries. Besides the parent company 

(KHS GmbH) the group includes various subsidiaries outside Germany, with 

production sites in Ahmedabad (India), Waukesha (USA), Zinacantepec (Mexico), 

São Paulo (Brazil) and Kunshan (China). It also operates numerous sales and 

service centers worldwide. KHS manufactures modern filling and packaging systems 

for the high-capacity range at its headquarters in Dortmund, Germany, and at its 

factories in Bad Kreuznach, Kleve, Worms and Hamburg. The KHS Group is a 

wholly owned subsidiary of the SDAX-listed Salzgitter AG corporation. In 2022 the 

KHS Group and its 5,002 employees achieved a turnover of around €1.291 billion. 
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KHS GmbH 
Sebastian Deppe  
(external PR consultant) 
Phone: +49 251 6255 61243 
Fax: +49 251 6255 6119 
Email: presse@khs.com 
Website: https://www.khs.com    

KHS GmbH 
Eileen Rossmann  
(external media consultant) 
Phone: +49 711 26877 656 
Fax: +49 711 26877 699 
Email: eileen.rossmann@mmb-media.de 
Website: https://www.khs.com   
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